Program Features

1. Big names and experienced seniors in this industry help you grow and plan your career life.

2. Working in the comfortable environment and receiving concerns in all respects, you can involve yourself in the cross-city corporate culture.

3. The positions for you are provided in six cities (Shenzhen/Shanghai/Beijing/Chengdu/Hefei/Wuhan). Any of you who perform excellently will be recruited officially.

Who can apply?

For non-graduating students during October this year to July next year.

Job Location:

Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Hefei, Wuhan

Application schedule:

March to June

Internship period:

June to October (at least two months)

CONTACT US

Applications to available positions can be made through the MediaTek careers portal. If you would like to know more about MediaTek internships in the following cities, please contact:

Shenzhen:
Haillie Lin Tel: 0755-26630099 ext.65448

Beijing:
Na Zu Tel: 10-5690-0888 ext.83629

Shanghai:
Maomao Liu Tel: 21-5451-9650 ext.86099

Chengdu:
Rayna Wang Tel: 028-85939000 ext.67773

Hefei:
Xiaojie Zhao Tel: 551-6531-7511 ext.82442

Wuhan:
Huiling Zhang Tel: 027-87926880 ext.63083

Learn more about life at MediaTek from our previous interns.
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